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 SECTOR BREAKDOWN

 GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN

 MANAGEMENT COMMENT
Precious metals continued to see strong demand in
December as the IMF announced the completion of its sale
of 403 tonnes. Gold, which reached a new high of 1431.25
$ oz 7 December, ended the month +2.5% in USD while
Silver moved above 30$ oz, a level last seen in 1980 and
the Gold/Silver ratio fell to 46 versus 49.3 end November.
Sovereign debt fears in Europe, in particular in Spain,
continued to support positive sentiment for Precious Metals.
Defensive currencies such as the Swiss franc also
benefitted and reached record highs against the Euro and
the USD as European sovereign spreads moved above 200
bp and concerns regarding the rapidly expanding US debt
increased.
Despite this environment, world equity markets ended the
year strong, the MSCI World appreciated 7% (USD) while
the US Dollar lost on average 2.7% (Dollar Index).
The Gold mine market saw a rebound in December, +4.7%
(FT Gold Mines Index). During the course of 2010 Gold and
Gold Mines were closely correlated with very similar
performances, +29.5% ($) and +29.9% ($) respectively.
The Fund Manager reduced the weighting of the majors in
favour of the Intermediary producers who offer better growth
prospects. Exposure to exploration was also increased
with the addition of some new companies.
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SGAM FUND EQUITIES GOLD MINES
- A

Management guidance

This Sub-Fund (denominated in USD) seeks long-term
capital growth through investment of at least 67% of
its total assets in shares of companies specialised in
the gold mining industry and shares of gold mines,
located in countries such as Australia, North America
and South Africa, and in other precious metals or
mineral stocks (such as silver and platinum group
metals), provided that such investment does not
exceed one-third of the Net Assets of the Sub-Fund.
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Characteristics

Subscription / Redemption

Class Launch date

Reference currency

Class

ISIN Code

Subscription fees

Redemption fees

NAV Frequency

- Orders received each day D before 1 p.m

- Orders executed on :

USD

A

27/12/93

Daily

100% FT GOLD MINES TOTAL       

150,34

EUR - USD

C                                      

LU0006229875               

Other dealing
Currency

Share Class

Switching fees % Maximum

Annual management fees 2,00 %

Forward pricing

Reuters Code
Bloomberg Code

60006298
SOGEGLM LX

Minimum investment

USD 40,66

USD

Fund launch date 27/12/93

5,00 %

1,50

max

IAT

1

Out-performance fees

None

None

share(s)

This document is not a Prospectus and does not constitute an offer to sell or buy any security. The offering of shares in SGAM FUND can only be made using the official Prospectus.
Please read the Prospectus carefully before you invest. Remember that the capital value and the income from investments may go down as well as up and that changes in rates of
exchange between currencies may have a separate effect also causing the value of the investments to decrease or to increase. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future
performance. Investors may not get back the amount they originally invested. Emerging markets are volatile and may suffer from liquidity problems.
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